Abstract: Weakest bound Electron Potential Model Theory has turned out to be a successful theory in explaining many atomic properties, namely, energy levels, transition probabilities and oscillator strengths. The theory has also been used to calculate Rydberg energy levels and quantum defects. In this paper we studied semiconductor elements Boron and Silicon. We calculated energy levels of Rydberg atoms of Boron and Silicon up to n = 50 levels using WBEPMT. We also calculated quantum defects in principle quantum number for various configurations of these elements.
INTRODUCTION
Weakest bound Electron Potential Model Theory has turned out to be a successful theory in explaining many atomic properties, namely, energy levels, transition probabilities and oscillator strengths. The theory has also been used to calculate Rydberg energy levels and quantum defects. In the following section we have given a brief introduction of WBEPMT [1] [2] . One atom System energy of an atom system can be expressed as; T = T(ionization limit) + E(energy of the weakest bound electron) (WBE) T = T limit + E (1) 1 2
The potential by Weakest Bound electron as [3] V (r) = ! "
By comparative & substitutive sketch of eq-3 & eq-2, the new format of radial equation turns out to be; 1 2
Where
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The equation-4 can be simplified as
where "R" is Rydberg constant
Where Z net represents the Net-charge # of Atomic Kernel and its value is one for atoms and δn Represents the quantum defect;
Where ! n can be represented as; by the reference of Martin's formula
Where ! o represents quantum defect of lowest energy level, and a i are the parameters, these parameters can be obtained by the minimum possible square fitting of equation (9) using minimal experienmental data obtained at first reading of the given spectrum series. [3] Boron in a chemical element is symbolically represented by "B" and has atomic number" 5". It is completely produced by spallation of Cosmic rays, having low abundance in Solar system including Earth's Crust. It is metalloid that originated in small quantities in meteoroids but chemically uncombined boron cannot be found naturally on Earth's Crust. Technologically, very pure boron is formed with trouble because of stubborn pollution by carbon or other components. This element was discovered by L.J. GayLussac and L.J. Thénard in city of France and H.D. in London, UK in 1808. It belongs to group thirteen, Period two and block P. It is a solid state at temperature of 20 degree, and has electronic configuration (He) 2s 2 2p
1 .
Theoretical investigation, numerical reproduction and tests of hot making for ultra-high forte boron steel were studied. The hot making effect of boron steel is examined and the best temperature variety 750~800 o for hot making was attained [4] . Then the design of the armor-plated beam's dies, the chilling system and method of processing were applied by the approaches of numerical simulation, optimization and experiments. The experimental results of boron steel components formed by the designed die showed that the rigidity value presents a similar distribution and the Vickers rigidity is higher than 430,the yield limitation of the warm forming material is 11 000 MPa, the strength limitation is 1 430 MPa and that the martensite is similar. These results indicate the possibility of the methods [5] . The role of boron in providing flame retardancy to wood is studied. Different loading levels of borax-boric acid, ranging from O% to 20% addition by weight, were applied to Southern Pine. There were two types of fire tests used to assess flame retardancy. Study of Flame retardants for wood alters the burning characteristics of wood to reduction of surface flame blowout. Flame retardant chemicals cause acid catalyzed dehydration reactions in wood to facilitate the formation of char and decrease the effective heat of burning, resulting in lower heat release and flame spread [6] . High quality boron doped synthetic were studied by infrared absorption and photo-thermal ionization spectroscopies. Some excited states in bound hole were found to follow Rydberg Series [7] . To deal with nonorthogonalities in transition calculations a new method was proposed, multiconfiguration Hartree Fock method was used to study ionic line 1362 A o of
Boron [8] .
Silicon is well known semiconductor that belongs to group 4. Carbon and germanium are other two important elements of the same group. It has an atomic number 14. Normally it is crystalline solid with greybluish luster. The electron affinity of silicon is high for oxygen but is less reactive than germanium. By mass it acquires number eight in the list of elements. It is mostly found in compound form; the most common compound of silicon is SiO 2 . In 1823, Mr. Jöns Jakob Berzeliusit prepared and characterized Silicon in pure form [9] . Density-functional theory was employed to study low lying energy levels of silicon cluster. First principle method was also used to verify the result [10] . Takahashi et al. performed the fabrication, performance, and applications of a-Si solar cells. They investigated characteristics of Si and its solar cell to reduce the cost of solar cells [11] . Botti, S. et al. studied the optical and electronic properties of Si using first principle method. They also investigated characteristics of Si based thin film solar cells [12] .
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
T. F. Gallagher et al. determined the radiative lifetimes of s and d states of Na for n =5 to13. They used two photon spectroscopy; with the help of two dye lasers. The results were found to be in good agreement with Coulomb-approximation calculations [13] . The energy levels using Linear Combination of Atomic Orbital-Molecular Orbitals with Self Consistent field method found Rydberg series in Nitrogen molecule. They found only one 1Σu+ level around 104 000 cm
The calculations confirmed the configurations previously suggested for the upper states of Worley's third and Hopfield's Rydberg series [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Configuration interaction functions were used to calculate Rydberg excited levels of 1Σ+, 3Σ+, 1Π, and 3Π symmetry. The comparison of their results with experimental data converge to the 2Σ+ ground state of CO+. A simple Rydberg formula was used to calculate quantum defect [22] . The 6snd 1D 2 (n = 17-35) and 6snd 3D 2 (n = 17-28) were studied to find Rydberg levels of Ba I using two-step laser excitation in an atomic beam. They also calculated the lifetimes of 5d7d 1D 2 level. The measured values have been satisfactorily interpreted by a parametric method based upon the wave functions previously obtained from a multichannel quantum defect analysis of the energies [23] . T. Trickl studied Kr in=5, 6, 7 4p 5 ns using highresolution hyperfine studies and isotope shifts for energy determination of Rydberg levels. Two-photon spectroscopy was used with an extreme-ultraviolet. They improved 12 wavenumber of energy levels by more than one order of magnitude. They found that the 4p 7s states [24] . An effective potential method was used to study the electrostatic fine structure for singly excited lithium. Using variational wave functions some properties of singly excited lithium were determined [25] . A literature review was carried out and published data of B I was assembled. Classification of 164 lines in the range 36010−993 Å with corresponding intensities and wavenumbers of 92 levels were reported [26] .
In this study, we used WBEPMT to calculate energy of Rydberg atoms of Boron & Silicon. The results are shown in Tables 1 to 4, where Tables (1 to 3) show Rydberg energies and Quantum defects (n= 4-50) for Boron and Table 4 shows the same for 1Po of Silicon. Experimental data was obtained from NIST site. The data was processed to change it into a suitable format. A computer program was developed to do the theoretical calculations on the basis of WBEPMT. This program uses four experimental values to calculate the coefficient "a i " (see eqn-10). Then the energy up to n=50 levels is calculated by the software. The theoretical results are compared with available data. In most of the cases a small amount of data was available so we calculated Rydberg energies and Quantum defects for those states for which data was available and in most cases we found the new results for Rydberg energies and Quantum defects.
CONCLUSION
Weakest Bound Electron Potential Model has been employed to calculate Rydberg energy levels. The experimental data was obtained from NIST (National Institute of Standard and Technology) site. The experimental data was used to find the constants a i in eq. (10) and the constants are used to find Rydberg energies for the levels having principal quantum number 4- 
